Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic and its application in library design.
After several years of frantic development, the dream of an "ideal" library remains elusive. Traditionally, combinatorial chemistry has been used primarily for lead generation, and molecular diversity has been the method of choice for designing and prioritizing experiments. One aspect that often has been overlooked is the drug likeness of the resulting collections. Recently, there have been several attempts to quantify this concept and incorporate it directly into the design process. This article demonstrates the limitations of some conventional methodologies and proposes a new paradigm for experimental design based on the principles of multiobjective optimization. This method allows traditional design objectives such as diversity or similarity to be combined with secondary selection criteria in order to bias the selection toward more pharmacologically relevant regions of chemical space. The method is robust, general, and easily extensible, and it allows the medicinal chemist to create designs that represent the best compromise between several, often conflicting, objectives. Two types of designs are discussed (singles, arrays), and a novel criterion based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic is proposed as a means to enforce a particular distribution on key molecular properties that are related to drug likeness. The potential of this approach is illustrated in the design of an exploratory library based on the simultaneous optimization of five different parameters. These parameters are combined in an intuitive manner to produce a design that is sufficiently diverse, exhibits a molecular weight and logP profile that is consistent with the respective distributions of known drugs, requires a small number of reagents, and can be synthesized easily in array format using robotic hardware.